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The FDA has proposed replacing the current average bioequivalence criterion with population and individual bioequivalence criteria that consider variances in addition to the difference of averages. One of these variances in the individual bioequivalence criterion measures subject-by-formulation interaction, the extent to which the test-reference difference varies from person to person. This paper discusses conceptual and statistical issues raised in various publications and presentations with respect to the presence and estimation of such an interaction. We focus on the importance of subject-by-formulation interaction, an understanding of what is a large interaction, and the assessment of the magnitude of this interaction in bioequivalence studies. Simulation studies, examples from the literature, and data from FDA files are used to demonstrate the magnitude of the interaction and its distribution under various conditions. The concept of a large interaction is tied to the concept of a large mean difference. We suggest that an interaction greater than 0.15 is a conservative criterion for a large interaction. Magnitudes of estimated interaction are affected by variability, sample size, and the selection of data sets that pass average bioequivalence. Examples of substantial interactions are beginning to appear. More data is needed before reaching definitive conclusions regarding the frequency and importance of observed interactions.